
NEW CAPSULE COLLECTION 2021



Like clear thoughts coming to mind and linking memories together,

or carving new paths for future stories, the six items in the new MISSING LINKS

capsule inspire interesting combinations with other fabrics in the collection and

allow for new possibilities, inviting novel elegant ideas.

MISSING LINKS enriches the collection with elements that become the binding force 

among the other existing items, a testament to cross-creativity that opens up to

different areas for inspiration.

The results are double-width fabrics in different fibers, weights and structures,

for upholstery or curtains, for bed sets and accessories, created for residential or

hospitality applications, where elegance prevails.

Heralds of unpretentiousness, ready to step up when combined with other fabrics. 

The inspiration for the capsule stems from revisiting classic patterns

- such as chevron in MONSIEUR and the yarn-dyed mélange bouclé in PAT -

rendered in an ethereal and fresh color palette suitable for soft furnishing.

Also, the evergreen stripes in CANOTIER are in perfect harmony with TEATIME,

for exquisite bed sets or curtains in extraordinarily soft linen.

The attention to light and sheer fabrics comes to life in PONENTINO and

PENNICHELLA, a very soft byssus and a linen gauze respectively,

with an informal but decidedly noble look, thanks to a fluidly draped ruffle.

MISSING LINKS, meditative reflections that trigger a chain reaction of lively desires.

The new 2021 KOHRO Capsule
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